Then back to New York
And skyscrapers had begun to grow
And front stoop houses started to go
And life became quite different
And it was as tho' someone had planted seeds
And people sprouted like common weeds
And seemed unaware of accepted things
And did all sorts of unheard of things
And out of it grew an amusing thing
Which I think is America having its fling
And what I should like is to paint this thing.
—Florine Stettheimer, “Then Back to New York”

In her poem “Then Back to New York,” Florine Stettheimer conveys the ever-changing dynamics of Manhattan’s urban development and the cultural shifts of the early twentieth century. Returning to New York after a long absence, the speaker witnesses scenes of the new as it overwrites the old: sky towers have replaced front-stoop houses; newcomers have diversified the city’s inhabitants and augmented its numbers to 5 million by 1920; and the poem’s formerly “unheard of things” such as flappers, jazz, and various consumer goods have conquered the propriety of “accepted things.” Roaming the streets, the speaker’s gaze is that of an artist-documentarian driven to paint this new city and record the vibrant life on its thoroughfares. “Then Back to New York” is a poetic exemplar of Stettheimer’s innovative rendering of the aesthetically constructed city; she (en)genders a specifically feminized interaction with the street through women’s urban walking, claiming flânerie for women through visual urban consumption, including sightseeing and shopping. Moreover, her modern urban literacy interweaves the mood and dynamism of New York City with her ironic perception as an artist.

Through the figure of the flâneuse, this essay explores the theme of street-walking in Stettheimer’s paintings and poetry. After the artist returned to New York in 1915 (having spent sixteen years in Europe), she remained in the city until her death in 1944 and engaged with the evolving urban landscape, her work directly addressing women’s participatory roles in public urban life. Stettheimer’s art contemplates urban modernity, visuality, mobility, and consumption: themes that intimately represent women’s experience in the city street. As we shall see, if the flâneur celebrates the autonomy of observing and documenting, Stettheimer’s flâneuse asserts experiential subjectivity and turns the city into an aesthetic experiment. In doing so, the avant-garde poet and painter (en)genders a feminized city through the experience of the flâneuse, defying a long tradition in Western culture that has rendered urban street-walking a masculine enterprise.

From the Baudelairean streets of Paris, where the flâneur strolls aimlessly through the city, anonymously observing the crowds and activities, to Walter Benjamin’s shopping arcades,
where the flâneur engages with modern commercial space, shop displays, and attractive commodities, le flâneur is indeed always a male. Sociologist Janet Wolff draws attention to the long bias in research on the city, noting that studies of urban literature and visual culture have ignored women's public presence and cultural engagement. As Wolff writes with deliberate provocation, "the central figure of the flâneur in the literature of modernity can only be male." Likewise, art historian Griselda Pollock argues that the female flâneur, the flâneuse, could hardly exist in public, as urban modernity withholds the city experience from women, and their access to the street is often restrained or denied. Admittedly, walking alone on modern streets was not a respectable activity for Western European women during the Victorian and even Edwardian eras. However, more recent feminist scholars such as Susan Buck-Morss, Anne Friedberg, and Elizabeth Wilson have advanced a revisionist account of women's experience in consuming urban space. For Buck-Morss, there are alternative, vicarious ways women roam the street and practise flânerie, such as reading fashion magazines and listening to the radio as a metaphorical way of wandering the city. Even more radically, arguing that "prostitution was indeed the female version of flânerie," Buck-Morss writes:

Yet sexual difference makes visible the privileged position of males within public space. I mean this: the flâneur was simply the name of a man who loitered; but all women who loitered risked being seen as whores, as the term "street-walker," or "tramp" applied to women makes clear… The politics of this close connection between the debasement of women sexually and their presence in public space, the fact that it functioned to deny women power, is clear, at least to us.

Whereas Buck-Morss questions the inequalities of the positioning and accessibility afforded men and women in the public space, Wilson reminds us that such a debate is largely "unresolvable" since "the disagreements between feminists stem from divergent philosophical and/or political positions." It is certainly critical to recognize the limitations imposed on women wandering the urban street and asserting public identities, but to deny the material history of women's presence on the street and their participation in the tradition of city walking, as the scholarly literature dedicated to the flâneur has done, is theoretically and practically unproductive. Indeed, the examples of women writers and artists who embraced the streets for themselves and their subjects—such as Dada artist Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven, who performed herself on the streets of New York; Virginia Woolf, whose essay Street Haunting (1927) imagines strangers' lives from the perspective of city walking; and Florine Stettheimer, who painted the female walkers on the streets of New York—points to the need for a theorizing of modernist women's flânerie.

The mature work of Stettheimer is characterized by extravagant street scenes that stage the production and consumption of the urban spectacles that constitute the dispassionate tourist gaze in the modernist urban space. Sociologist John Urry explains that the tourist gaze is a constellation of expectations inherent in the perspective with which mass tourists view the places they visit, and in return those sites are converted to cultural commodities for material and visual consumption. He explains: "The [tourist] gaze therefore presupposes a system of social activities and signs which located the particular tourist practices, not in terms of some intrinsic characteristics, but through the contrasts implied with non-tourist social practices, particularly those based within the home and paid work."
Stettheimer’s creative works, viewers are invited to behold the urban spectacles, such as nighttime entertainment and extravagant street weddings, that incorporate everyday urban elements and produce a new visual feast. As a painter and poet focused on the thematic of street-walking, Stettheimer intentionally constructs the signs that govern what Urry calls the tourist gaze: assembling her paintings and poems with diverse urban elements like billboards and building signs to compose a vibrant image of the city for visual consumption.

In scholarly literature, Stettheimer is viewed as an icon of domestic and decorative art as she hosted exclusive soirées at her uptown homes. Yet, as I argue, she develops a keen eye for the street crowd, constructing urban spectacles through her written and painted work. Her art is focused on street scenes that celebrate the cultural and spatial practice of flânerie to both encourage and parody distinctive forms of urban consumption and street-walking. Most generally, the examination of Stettheimer’s creative works helps diversify the discussion about the flâneuse, moving beyond the tired and futile debate of whether or not the flâneuse exists. More specifically, this study explores Stettheimer’s cognizance of the power of the female urban walker in reconfiguring marginalized women’s role in the modernist city, enabling the reconstruction and reimagining of urban subjectivity.

STETTHEIMER’S FLÂNEUSE AND URBAN MOBILITY

Walter Benjamin interprets the flâneur as an urban historian for whom the non-linear fragments and debris constellate the image of the city. In his unfinished and posthumously published study The Arcades Project (2002), Benjamin reminds us that “the anamnestic intoxication in which the flâneur goes about the city not only feeds on the sensory data taking shape before his eyes but often possesses itself of abstract knowl-

edge—indeed, of dead facts—as something experienced and lived through.” Tourist and leisure environments encourage the practice of flânerie through observation and documentation of the street. Stettheimer’s paintings present visually appealing streets laden with a myriad of consumerist elements. Indeed, the experience of these consumerist signs is mobilized through the act of looking, as the artist animates her work with a mobile gaze that invites the viewer to become a flâneuse.

Consider, for example, Stettheimer’s 1921 oil painting Spring Sale at Bendel’s (see figure 1.1), which transports viewers to New York’s most upscale fashion house on Fifth Avenue, Henri Bendel, the first American retailer to sell Coco Chanel and other European designs in the early twentieth century, and where Andy Warhol was an in-house illustrator during the 1960s. As a quasi-public space, the store serves as a safe and protected site for women to meander and shop. In this painting, all shoppers are women, dressed in high-fashion garments, displaying their bodies in front of mirrors, and, more hilariously, fighting over discounted merchandise. Stettheimer subverts the social stereotype of women as irrational customers and reveals shopping to be a carnival, with crowds of women engaged with colourful fabric and with each other; standing at close proximity, many of them look as if they might be dancing. Stettheimer’s flâneuse evokes urban sociologist Rob Shields’s description of shopping mall visitors when he writes: “Their wandering footsteps, the modes of their crowd practice constitute that certain urban ambience: a continuous reassertion of the rights and freedoms of the marketplace, the communitas of the carnival.” Spring Sale at Bendel’s draws attention to women’s moving legs, as the women are seen striding, stepping, hopping, stretching, and bounding; even the legs of women sitting down and lounging are dramatically angled and in movement. Mimicking the shoppers, the
viewer's gaze also meanders from group to group, and the painting itself invites the viewer's strolling observation that propels the mobilized gaze through these shoppers. Of course, carnival itself conveys a temporary freedom for the flâneuse since she does not have the same freedom to stroll the streets as her male counterpart, as we shall see below in the Cathedrals paintings.

In Spring Sale at Bendel's, with its many loosely assembled groups, Stettheimer does not configure the shopper-flâneuse as a passive subject in the capitalist consumption of urban spectacles. Unlike Benjamin's flâneur, who is often window-shopping through commercial areas to fulfill his desire of visual consumption, Stettheimer's flâneuse is a shopper moving freely through the department store and consumes not only the visual elements of the commercial space but also the material commodities—in this case, the colourful fabric. By doing so, Stettheimer exploits the possibilities of the urban space for her own purposes of cultural documentation and social critique. In the process, she contradicts and transforms the learned discourses on urban space, as her creative works unapologetically reclaim women's presence in the public sphere and their roles in generating the urban spectacles through the tourist's gaze. In her poem "Miss Butterfly," the narrator says,

My name does me belie
I shall change it to Flutterby
For I love the air
And to flutter
And I do not care
For butter

The poet's use of the word "flutter" is particularly poignant as a concrete illustration of hovering by flapping the wings quickly and lightly. Miss Flutterby is Stettheimer's emblem of the flâneuse who flutters about the street, conveying agitation and vibration, aimlessness and gentleness.

Stettheimer's poems display the primary traits of flânerie: an attachment to the city as well as the detachment from the ordinary social world. Stettheimer's dispassionate flâneuse is not a sensualist who is unable to resist temptations. Her New York poems reverberate with the same quick vibrations as her street paintings; they create multiple modes of sightseeing through cultural tourism, and an engagement with the city, specifically the lifestyle of its people, their art, architecture, and ways of being. Among Stettheimer's multiple poems titled "New York," one of them reads,

At last grown young
with noise
and color
and light
and jazz
dance marathons and poultry shows
soulsavings and rodeos
gabfeasts and beauty contests
sky towers and bridal bowers
speakeasy bars and motor cars
columnists and movie stars

Here, the city is presented as a collage of consumable parts, from the visual feast of sky towers and sport shows, to the cultural appreciation of music and dance, to material consumption of goods in "speakeasy bars and motor cars." The city is perceived as a gestalt, an organized entity that is seen and consumed as more than the sum of its fragmented elements. The speaker lists
architectural transformation affords new experience of urban streets; new cultural experience and activities provide new choices of lifestyle; and new urban residents develop new modes of negotiating these landscapes. With its choices and freedom, the modern city is a sequence of images, real or imaginary.

These two poems construct the image of the city as the space for seekers of experience and pleasures. The poems perform an invitation for the reader to experience the modern city at the street level by participating in sky-tower living and May parties. The speaker of both poems is like a kind of collector, amassing the city's signs, reminding us of Urry's insistence that "the [tourist] gaze is constructed through signs, and tourism involves the collection of signs." Even Stettheimer's paratactic style, dispensing of all conjunctions, relishes the additive, compressed experience. Diverse occurrences come rushing toward the reader all at once, without a hierarchy for processing what is essential or unessential. The structure of the poems mimics the rhythm and sensory experience of roaming in the city—from one place to another in rapid succession—and thereby the walker becomes the tourist seeking pleasures on the street as New York is just "so many" and "so much." Within these delights, the flâneuse encounters "Broadway's lights / Movie Cathedrals," which would become a focal point for Stettheimer from the late 1920s on.
ican flags flying high above the glamour of the city testify to the fact that America's economic despair does not penetrate this glittering world of make-believe. The word "silence" spelled out in the immediate foreground carries a double meaning; it connotes both the command to be quiet and to listen to the show that unfolds with the emergence of the new sound films, but also, more satirically, the temporary hushing of unemployment, inflation, and inequity in America. Under a tall golden arch, New York mayor James Walker makes a cameo on a billboard, holding a baseball that might double as a Big Apple (the nickname for New York City, popularized by sports journalist and editor John J. FitzGerald in the 1920s). During his tenure as mayor (1926–32), Walker was known for his flamboyant personality as well as his many extramarital affairs and municipal corruptions, which were often headlined in the gossip columns and scandal pages of newspapers; he was also a frequent patron of Broadway theatre and the upper-scale speakeasy bars. However, the salient photographic realism aesthetic of Walker's portrait ironically reminds the viewer of his controversial public persona represented on newspapers.

Not only does this painting exemplify Stettheimer's artistic engagement with Broadway's new entertainment popular culture and urban politics, but she named this work The Cathedrals of Broadway, invoking a metaphor of modern consumerism as religion, in which, as media scholar John Fiske writes, "commodities become the icons of worship and rituals of exchanging money for goods become a secular equivalent of holy communion." Indeed, within a decade, Stettheimer created three more paintings depicting New York's highly commercialized street scenes and urban spectacles, whereby Fifth Avenue, Wall Street, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art create an interconnected series with a focus on the collection of sights. While they appear to represent
a range of disparate elements, the selected images are linked, displaying, as Urry says about urban cultural tourism, “a coherent relationship between the built environment and the presumed atmosphere or character of the place being developed for the tourist gaze.” This is not to say that Stettheimer simply replicates a tourist gaze; rather, she subversively plays with it in each painting and implants a critical tension through irony and wit. A savvy consumer, Stettheimer gazes upon urban spectacles and remains comfortably distant from them to enable critical observation, just as she typically inserts herself in the corner of her paintings and avoids locating herself as the centrality of the gaze.

Indeed, in her 1931 The Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue (figure 10.2), she turns her gaze to New York’s high-fashion district, observing the carnival of shoppers and visitors amidst a street-wedding scene replete with flower girls and photographer. The crowded composition visually performs the paratactic cataloguing of her earlier poems, illuminating her integrative aesthetics: there are shops galore with Tiffany’s jewellery store spelled out in variegated jewels; Altman’s department store shaped from stylish furniture with an aesthetic of monogrammed linens; and upscale fine-dining restaurant Maillard’s displayed on a delicate glass plate. In the foreground, her usual space of subversive self-staging, Stettheimer elegantly disembarks a Rolls-Royce accompanied by her two fashionable sisters. The large stylized initials of her signature on the car’s front visually doubles as a dollar sign ($). The Stettheimer logo also uses the same graphic technique of partially overlapping letters as found in the Rolls-Royce logo. The irony here points back to Stettheimer herself: her initials ostentatiously demonstrate her wealth and economic advantage. Her choice of the Rolls-Royce, a commodity icon of European luxury, plays with the stereotype of the rich American pervasive among Europeans in the early twentieth century. By doing so, she appropriates commercial signs and status symbols to channel her American identity by openly admitting her socio-economic class. From the visible American flags to her self-representation in the paintings, Stettheimer depicts the public crowd as a convivial gathering for American-style pageantry and celebrations.
other hand, the charitable organization of the Salvation Army appears in the painting to demonstrate Stettheimer's concern with the underbelly of economic and political power, as well as modern consumer culture. Once again, Stettheimer includes female subjects including herself in the public space—on the lower right corner, she holds a bouquet of colourful flowers with a ribbon reading, "TO GEORGE WASHINGTON FROM FLORINE." Stettheimer was inspired by American independence and adored George Washington as her hero. The year 1939, when this painting was created, marked the 150th anniversary of Washington's presidency; that same year, Washington's presidential inauguration at Federal Hall in New York City was celebrated with a three-cent postage stamp. This timely engagement with political and cultural events not only shows that the flâneuse's mobility in the public sphere enables active citizen participation, but also demonstrates her proud nationalist identity as an American.

Through the repetitive self-representation in this series, we can see Stettheimer as not simply a figure focused on domesticity and interiority, but also as a paragon of women occupying public space under the flâneur's guise. Indeed, she seems to insist on the power of being, in the words of Charles Baudelaire, "at the centre of the world, and yet to remain hidden from the world." Such is precisely the condition of the flâneuse in Stettheimer's New York City. She is an avid observer of urban life through the gilded streets and theatrical aesthetics of the new city, amidst the visual spectacles of the commodities and cultural activities newly available for mass consumption. By doing so, Stettheimer's paintings not only suggest the possibility of the participatory role of women in public life, but also reclaims women's rights in seeking pleasurable experiences in urban space through the mobilized tourist gaze.
left and the Whitney Museum of American Art to the upper right. Stettheimer herself appears in the right foreground, underneath an open-air gilded canopy of white lace (recalling the design of her bedroom), holding a bouquet of flowers. Stettheimer inserts her friends from her artistic circle and assigns the figures their associated roles. Art critic Henry McBride is positioned on Stettheimer's immediate right, holding the signs go and stop—signalling his cultural authority in deciding whose art would be appreciated through his critical eyes and whose art is permitted to enter the museum collections. Well-dressed stage designer Robert Locher stands at the lower left corner; a ribbon surrounds him, with an inscription reading “comperé.” Stettheimer places him in the front of the painting, where he acts as the host of the event (literally a compère). In this, she hails Locher for his applied and decorative arts, since she herself was also keen on decorative and performing arts.

Art museum administrator Juliana Force, then the director of the relatively new and still peripheral Whitney Museum, is positioned at the upper right corner. Force was the first female director of major art museums in New York. Stettheimer locates her alone in the distant background and separates her from the crowd, signalling both Force’s profession as an art institution administrator to oversee the grand event and the palpable scarcity of women’s representation and participatory roles in the mainstream art industry. The other two male directors, Francis Henry Taylor (director of the Met) and Alfred H. Barr Jr. (director of MOMA), are portrayed in relaxed and domestic poses: Taylor holds a child’s hand, leading toward the museum’s Old World art collection (signalled by an Egyptian sculpture and a Frans Hals portrait), and Barr languidly reclines on a modern chaise longue designed by French-Swiss architect and designer Le Corbusier. Stettheimer inscribes her own initials right next

These motifs culminate in the final Cathedral painting, The Cathedrals of Art (figure 10.4), which she began in 1942 and continued working on until her death in 1944. As the title suggests, this work has a particularly personal resonance for Stettheimer, who was then contemplating her legacy as an artist. Here, a central red carpeted grand staircase leads up the Metropolitan Museum of Art, with the Museum of Modern Art to the upper
to Picasso’s name above Picasso’s paintings in the upper left corner, suggesting the gendered dichotomy of modern art and artmaking in the mainstream art industry. Aligning herself with Picasso, Stettheimer underscores how significantly female artists lack both public recognition and representation in the collections of major art institutions in New York City. While the parallel, then, explicitly draws attention to the gendered contrast, it is also worth noting that this series of Cathedral paintings is displayed in the Met today, and the painter’s work is also finally being recognized (after long being neglected) and reinserted into the canon of modernist art.

As in the other Cathedral paintings, Stettheimer presents a kaleidoscopic assemblage of the urban public space and propels the viewer to become the spectator, gazing upon the phantasmagorias of streets, art, events, and cultural institutions. Her visual and textual representations contribute to the production of modernist urban spectacles and subjects as well as the consumption of urban space through the tourist gaze. These paintings demonstrate Stettheimer’s skilful arrangement of space and her dexterity with creating signs and documenting symbols, intentionally making each street a site for the urban walker’s immersive articulation of a spatial rhetoric through engagement with modern consumer culture. The Cathedral paintings reconfigure the sites of urban activities and events, such as weddings, nightlife, entertainment, and shopping, and comically coalesce them into one exaggerated carnivalesque public crowd. The tone is playfully subversive.

In her Cathedral series, Stettheimer paints vivid images of “America having its fling,” as the speaker says in her earlier poem. The aesthetics of the streets in this series resonate with Benjamin’s arcade architecture, where “both sides of these passageways, which are lighted from above, are lined with the most elegant shops, so that such an arcade is a city, even a world, in miniature.” In turn, this arcade-like architecture, where the flâneuse moves freely, maximizes the potential for cultural and visual consumption. In these paintings, Stettheimer uses soft and playful shapes and lines, characterizing the streets and crowds as welcoming and inclusive spaces and dynamic communities. There are no sharp angles or harsh geometric lines. The streets are depicted as pristine, ornate spaces that are not only visually pleasing but are also opposed to the reality of modern industrial cities, especially New York City, as chaotic and polluted dystopias during the modernist era. The colour palettes are warm and bright, and the figures are willowy and gentle—the aggressive facial expression or cold emotions typically associated with modern urbanites are absent. As exemplified in her Cathedral series, Stettheimer’s urban scene possesses a quality and provision of an American modernist city, where the metropolitan life is embedded in modern consumer culture and urban dwellers mingle in active street life and also join in active citizenship.

CONCLUSION
Directing its lens on the street scenes in Stettheimer’s paintings and poetry, this essay has argued for a shift in our approach to Florine Stettheimer’s work, which has long fixated on the domestic and yet must also be examined through the multi-modality of public engagement with city life. Art historian Cécile Whiting argues that Stettheimer’s street paintings have some aesthetic resonance with her paintings about interior space or ornamental portraits, noting her iconic overtly feminine and domestic style. While it is true that Stettheimer appropriates the public crowd and consumerism-saturated streets, transforming them into a familiar community by inserting her family and friends in her paintings, Stettheimer’s public...
sphere is more than the extension of her domestic space. She consciously curates the street scenes that construct the viewers' practice of looking in the form of urban consumption. Indeed, Stettheimer's public space is more than a collection of sensory data derived from the modern city. Her sensory stimulation creates a mobilized tourist gaze, yielding an aesthetically constructed space, the glamorous fantasia of the city in which new experience is celebrated and new memories are created through a multimodal aesthetic.

In taking a critical gendered perspective on urban walking, I have argued that throughout Stettheimer's creative works, the city becomes a tactically crucial geographical arena in which individual subjectivity is forced to both react upon and resist the hegemonic discourse of the public sphere. These considerations lead to a conceptualization of modern urbanism as catalysts of a creative disruption of the consumerist space at multiple aesthetic scales. For Stettheimer, the dispassionate gaze, an engagement with urban public life through safe tourist space, enables women's mobility in the city. Moreover, the example of Stettheimer's work shows that the current critical discussion about the flâneuse must transcend the question of whether the flâneuse exists as a literary or historical figure; it must instead accommodate the dynamic and diversified feminine relationship to urban walking. With her own distinctive avant-garde spirit, Stettheimer created art from subaltern positions and forms of aesthetic subjectivity that draw on multimodal experiences to project the possibilities of aesthetics of resistance in the modernist city. Unlike her modernist avant-garde contemporaries, especially the New York Dada artist Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven, who generated a radical walking to confront the masculinist cityscape with her self-fashioned queer performance, Stettheimer deployed a more conceptual,

but no less sensual, way of aesthetically reconstructing the city to both recreate and challenge the public sphere as a tourist space for women to creatively shape the street and the city.

In the end, Stettheimer's poems and paintings yield an important reconsideration of female cultural exploration and experimentation, requiring a shift away from the scholarly focus on the interior and the domestic and towards her dynamic engagement with the cultural, spatial, and visual consumption of the city. In doing so, her work also challenges the status quo of women's presence and participation in the public spaces under modern urbanism. Stettheimer's flâneuse contemplates the city from a safe and comfortable distance, a distance that encourages her to participate in public cultural life and modern urban consumption—as a hovering Miss Flutterby—poised gracefully to take it all in without ever being swallowed by the city.
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